EDGARLEY HOME INC.
RESIDENT’S MEETING
2nd September 2021
1. Present: M. Roper, E. May, J. Humphries, E. Louden, M. Rees, T. Baugh, P. Balkin, T.

Johnson, J. Murphy, N.Campbell, M.Ryan,
Staff and Volunteers: DON Amanda Lee, Lez Powers and Sarah Mccurry, Alice Brody.
2. Absent: Apologies L.Nulty, P.Newton.
3. Minutes of the previous meeting: 5/08 /2021 meeting minutes were tabled and
accepted.
4.General Business:
02.09.01 Activities Survey: Lez opens a discussion about the activities survey and explained
the results that suggested 99 percent of residents are currently happy with the current
programs offered and more anagram and mind games have been implemented to the
program as previously suggested by a resident.
02.09.02 : Activity Program: Lez asks the residents if they have any other suggestions for the
activity`s program. A couple of residents mentioned they would like to participate in more
music singalongs or karaoke programs. Lez explains to the residents the capabilities of the
smart television being able to access the internet for music with singalong/ karaoke
programs and ensured them we can incorporate this into our activites programs.
02.09.03: Garden Project: Lez explains the new garden project which involves building and
creating a garden out the front of the new building, mentioning that while speaking to the
residents about the type of garden they would like to see a rose garden was agreed upon.
Lez further explains that any residents that wish to donate any roses will have a name tag
put on it for them.
03.09.04: Farm Gate Project : Lez explains to the residents the concept of the Farm Gate
Project involving bringing in small animals into the facilty such as rabbits, lambs or other
unsual animals and pets from around the community. Lez further explains that the Farm
Gate project could also be incorporated into a history group for guest speakers and used an
example of topics such as life on the farm.
03.09.05: New Building Delays : DON Amanda Lee informs the Residents that unfortunately
there will be a further delay with the new building. Mandy explains that in order to receive
the Occupancy Permit the fire system is one of many items that needs to be approved.
Mandy further explains that currently the water pressure and flow rate is not adequate and
to increase the water pressure and flow rate the proposed soloution is to install specific
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onesite water tanks and fire pumps. Mandy continues to explain to residents that they will
be notified of the updates.
03.09.06: Sun room: DON talks about some of the features of the new building explaining
to the residents that each wing has its own sun room so residents will have the option of
sitting in there when they have visitors.
03.09.07: New Building Televisions : DON informs the resident`s that in the new building
there will be a television in each bedroom that has the ability to connect to the internet.
Mandy further explains that staff are able to put a movie on into the dvd player which
connects to the dedicated “movie channel 100” enabling residents to watch the movie from
their own room.
03.09.10: Community room: DON talked about the community room in the new building
mentioning that there will be a projector screen. Mandy explains to the residents and relates
the projector screen to a large screen like going to the movies and said it would also be very
useful for when the facilty has guest speakers. Mandy furthers her discussion on the
community room mentioning that the room is also equipt with its own bar with sparkling
water on tap.
03.09.11: New Building Heating Systems : DON informed the residents that the new
building has a split heating system and futher explains that each bedroom has its own
heating and cooling enabling each resident to set the temperature in their own room for
their own comfort.
03.09.12: Meals and Kitchen Staff: DON informed the residents that the previous Head Chef
Anil has resigned and Janelle has taken on this role. Mandy further explains that Janelle is
dedicated to her role and is focused on keeping the residents happy and open to feeback.
03.09.14: Staff Competencies and Training: DON explained to the residents that to ensure
they receive the best possible care, staff are required to complete mandatory testing and
training every year which has almost been completed.
Meeting Closed 2.15 pm
Next Meeting 7th October 2021

